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Abstract

We present the outcomes of three recent evaluation campaigns in the field of audio and biomedical source separation. These campaigns have witnessed a boom in the range of applications of source separation systems in the last few years, as shown by the increasing number of datasets from 1 to 9 and the increasing number of submissions from 15 to 34. We first discuss their impact on the definition of a reference evaluation methodology, together with shared datasets and software. We then present the key results obtained over almost all datasets. We conclude by proposing directions for future research and evaluation, based in particular on the ideas raised during the related panel discussion at the Ninth International Conference on Latent Variable Analysis and Signal Separation (LVA/ICA 2010).
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1. Introduction

In many areas of signal processing, e.g. telecommunication, chemistry, biology and audio, the observed signals result from the combination of several sources. Source separation is the general problem of characterizing the sources and estimating the source signals underlying a given mixture signal.

Early source separation techniques based on spatial filtering are now established: beamforming and time-frequency masking are employed in mobile phones and consumer audio systems to suppress environmental noise and enhance spatial rendering [1, 2], while independent component analysis (ICA) is used for the extraction of specific signals from electroencephalogram (EEG), electrocardiogram (ECG) and functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) data [3, 4]. The emergence of more powerful source separation techniques in the last five years has led to a boom in the range of applications. Data that were thought as too difficult to separate can now be processed, as illustrated by companies providing commercial source separation services and software for real-world music data [5].

These advances have transformed source separation into a mainstream research topic, with dozens of new algorithms published every year\(^2\). Regular evaluation has become necessary to reveal the effects of different algorithm designs, specify a common evaluation methodology and promote new results in other research communities and in the industry. It is with these objectives in mind that several evaluation campaigns have been held in the last few years, including the 2007 Stereo Audio Source Separation Evaluation Campaign (SASSEC) [6] and the 2008 and 2010 Signal Separation Evaluation Campaigns (SiSEC) [7, 8, 9] run by the authors in conjunction with the 2007 and 2009 International Conferences on Independent Component Analysis and Signal Separation (ICA) and the 2010 International Conference on Latent Variable Analysis and Signal Separation (LVA/ICA).

While SASSEC was restricted to audio and fully specified by the organizers, the two SiSEC campaigns were open to all application areas and organized in a collaborative fashion. A few initial datasets, tasks and evaluation criteria were proposed by the organizers. Potential entrants were then invited to give their feedback and contribute additional specifications using

\(^2\)According to the Google Scholar search engine, the annual number of publications containing the words “audio” and “source separation” has roughly doubled every 2 years from 14 in 1994 to 903 in 2007 and has stalled around 900 since then. The annual number of publications containing the words “microarray” and “source separation” has roughly doubled every 4 years from 14 in 2002 to 76 in 2010 and is still increasing.
collaborative software tools (wiki, mailing list). Although few people eventually took advantage of this opportunity, those who did contributed a large proportion of the evaluation materials. This resulted in an increasing number of datasets from 1 to 9 and an increasing number of submissions from 15 to 34 and in the extension of the campaign to the field of biomedical signal processing. The datasets and the corresponding number of submissions for each campaign are listed in Table 1. Detailed results are available from the websites of SASSEC\(^3\) and SiSEC\(^4\).

In this article, we uncover the general lessons learned from these three campaigns and outline the remaining challenges. Due to the nature of the datasets, we focus on audio and to a small extent on biomedical data. The structure of the rest of the article is as follows. In Section 2, we describe the reference evaluation methodology, including shared datasets and software. In Section 3, we present the key results obtained over almost all datasets. We conclude in Section 4 by proposing directions for future research and evaluation, based in particular on the ideas raised during the related panel discussion at LVA/ICA 2010.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Datasets</th>
<th>Number of submissions</th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>SASSEC 2007</td>
<td>SASSEC 2008</td>
<td>SASSEC 2010</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Audio</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Under-determined speech and music mixtures</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Professionally produced music recordings</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>3</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Determined and over-determined mixtures</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>4</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Head-mounted microphone recordings</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Short two-source two-microphone recordings</td>
<td>7</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mixed speech and real-world background noise</td>
<td>6</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Determined mixtures under dynamic conditions</td>
<td>3</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Biomedical</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cancer microarray gene expression profiles</td>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EEG data with dependent components</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: Number of submissions associated to each dataset for each of the considered evaluation campaigns. The “Head-mounted microphone recordings” dataset consisted of distinct but conceptually similar recordings in 2008 and 2010, called “Head-geometry mixtures of two speech sources in real environments” and “Over-determined speech and music mixtures for human-robot interaction” respectively.

\(^3\)http://sassec.gforge.inria.fr/  
\(^4\)http://sisec.wiki.irisa.fr/
2. Reference evaluation methodology and resources

The most important outcome of SASSEC and SiSEC is perhaps the definition of a reference methodology for the evaluation of source separation systems. In particular, it has been clarified that the general problem of source separation refers to several tasks that were not always distinguished in the past. The evaluation of a source separation system requires four ingredients that we describe in the following:

- a dataset,
- a task to be addressed,
- one or more evaluation criteria,
- ideally, one or more performance bounds.

Development datasets and evaluation software are available from the SiSEC website\(^4\). Readers are encouraged to use these resources for the evaluation of their own systems, in order to obtain performance figures that are both reproducible and comparable with the state of the art established by SiSEC.

2.1. Datasets

The datasets in Table 1 belong to two categories:

- application-oriented datasets,
- diagnosis-oriented datasets.

The application-oriented datasets “Professionally produced music recordings” and “Cancer microarray gene expression profiles” consist of real-world signals, in which all the challenges underlying source separation are faced at once. The other datasets were built artificially so as to face as few challenges as possible at a time. These challenges include under-determination, i.e. when the number of sources is larger than the number of mixture channels, and convolutive mixing, i.e. when the mixing process involves nontrivial filters as opposed to gains or pure delays. Both categories of datasets are needed: application-oriented datasets help assessing the remaining performance gap towards industrial applications, while diagnosis-oriented datasets help improving performance and robustness by combining the best solutions to individual challenges.

The characteristics of the mixtures within diagnosis-oriented datasets must be controlled as well as possible in order to quantify their difficulty.
The main characteristics and the corresponding parameters to be specified are listed in Table 2. The SiSEC diagnosis-oriented audio datasets typically involve 2 to 5 different settings for each parameter of interest and as many multichannel test signals for each setting, so as to evaluate the effect of each setting on separation performance while favoring narrow confidence intervals on the average performance for each setting. This resulted in a total number of 27 to 84 test signals per dataset. By contrast, the number of test signals was limited to 5 for the application-oriented audio dataset and to a single test signal for the two biomedical datasets, for which the collection of ground truth data is notoriously harder.

### 2.2. Tasks and ground truth

For any data, the mixing process can always be formulated as follows [10]. Denoting by $J$ and $I$ the number of sources and channels, each channel $x_i(t)$, $1 \leq i \leq I$, of the mixture signal can be expressed as

$$
x_i(t) = \sum_{j=1}^{J} s_{ij}^\text{mix}(t)
$$

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameters to be specified</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Source characteristics</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Source signals</strong> Category of sources e.g. male speech or adult+fetal ECG Correlation, mutual information, time-frequency overlap, ...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Scene geometry</strong> Number of sources Relative positions of the sources Speed and amplitude of the source movements</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Environment characteristics</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Noise</strong> Category of noise e.g. office, cafeteria or sensor noise Input signal-to-noise ratio</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Convolution (audio only)</strong> Category of reverb e.g. recorded, simulated or synthetic Reverberation time Direct-to-reverberant ratio</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Sensing characteristics</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Sampling</strong> Duration Sampling rate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Sensor geometry</strong> Number of sensors Relative positions of the sensors Close obstacles e.g. head or table (audio only)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2: Main specifications of a diagnosis-oriented dataset.
where $s_{ij}^\text{img}(t)$ is the *spatial image* of source $j$, $1 \leq j \leq J$, on channel $i$, that is the contribution of this source to the observed mixture in this channel. This formulation does not make any assumption on the sources, e.g. several distant sound sources may be considered as a single background noise source.

Under the assumption that source $j$ is a *point source* emitting in a single spatial location, its spatial image can be further decomposed as

$$s_{ij}^\text{img}(t) = \sum_\tau a_{ij}(t - \tau, \tau) s_j(t - \tau)$$

where $s_j(t)$ is a single-channel source signal and $a_{ij}(t, \tau)$ the time-varying mixing filter from source $j$ to channel $i$. In the case of audio, this assumption is typically valid for speakers and small musical instruments, but not for large instruments (piano, drums) and diffuse background noise. The estimation of the mixing filters often relies on the localization of the source, expressed by its Direction-of-Arrival (DoA) $\theta_j(t)$.

Finally, in many applications, one is not interested in the source signals or the source spatial image signals themselves but in some of their *features* $F(s_j)$ or $F(s_{ij}^\text{img})$. Example features include cepstral features and speech transcription in the context of noisy automatic speech recognition or the indices $t$ of the nonzero source coefficients corresponding to active genes in the context of microarray data analysis [11, 12].

Based on the above formulation, the problem of source separation has been decomposed into six tasks listed in Table 3: *source counting*, *source spatial image estimation* and *source feature extraction*, which always make sense, and *source localization*, *mixing system estimation* and *source signal estimation*, which make sense for point sources only. Each task corresponds to a distinct quantity to be estimated.

Evaluation consists of comparing the estimated quantity with the *ground truth* according to one or more criteria. The way to obtain the ground truth data depends whether the dataset consists of synthetic or recorded mixtures. Ground truth data are typically available for all tasks in the former case but not in the latter. One popular technique for the acquisition of ground truth data for live audio recordings consists of separately recording each source in turn, thus yielding ground truth source spatial image signals, and summing them to obtain the mixture signal [13]. This approach cannot be used for...
Table 3: Main tasks, ground truth and evaluation criteria. See Section 2.2 for the notations and Section 2.3 for the acronyms.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Task</th>
<th>Ground truth</th>
<th>Evaluation criteria</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Source counting</td>
<td>$J$</td>
<td>$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Source localization (point source)</td>
<td>$\theta_j(t)$</td>
<td>$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mixing system estimation (point source)</td>
<td>$a_{ij}(t, \tau)$</td>
<td>MER, ISI, PI (over-determined)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Source signal estimation (point source)</td>
<td>$s_j(t)$</td>
<td>SDR, SIR, SAR, OPS, IPS, APS (audio)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Source spatial image estimation</td>
<td>$s^\text{img}_{ij}(t)$</td>
<td>SDR, ISR, SIR, SAR, OPS, TPS, IPS, APS (audio)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Source feature extraction</td>
<td>$F(s_j)$ or $F(s^\text{img}_{ij})$</td>
<td>Depending on $F$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

real-world biomedical datasets, for which the sources cannot be switched off. When feasible, the ground truth is then specified by experts.

2.3. Evaluation criteria

The evaluation criteria for source counting and source localization are straightforward.

Regarding the evaluation of mixing system estimation, several established criteria such as the Amari Performance Index (PI) or the Inter-Symbol Interference (ISI) have been proposed for over-determined mixing systems [14, 15] and widely applied to biomedical data. A more general Mixing Error Ratio (MER) criterion applicable to all mixing systems has been introduced in [7]. For instantaneous mixtures, the estimated mixing gains $\hat{a}_{ij}$ for a given source $j$ are decomposed as

$$\hat{a}_{ij} = a^\text{coll}_{ij} + a^\text{orth}_{ij}$$

(3)

where $a^\text{coll}_{ij}$ and $a^\text{orth}_{ij}$ are respectively collinear and orthogonal to the true vector of mixing gains $a_{ij}$, $1 \leq i \leq I$, and are computed by least squares projection. Accuracy is then assessed via the following ratio in decibels (dB)

$$\text{MER}_j = 10\log_{10} \frac{\sum_{i=1}^{I} a^\text{coll}_{ij}^2}{\sum_{i=1}^{I} a^\text{orth}_{ij}^2}. \quad (4)$$

More generally, for time-varying convolutive mixtures, the accuracy of estimated mixing filters for source $j$ is assessed by computing the MER in
each frequency bin $\nu$ between $\hat{a}_{ij}(t, \nu)$ and $a_{ij}(t, \nu)$ and averaging it over frequency and time. When the sources are estimated in arbitrary order, the order is selected that leads to the largest average MER. This criterion has been little used so far, however, so that general agreed-upon criteria remain to be found.

Several evaluation criteria have also been proposed for source signal estimation and source spatial image estimation. Early criteria applied to biomedical data or toy audio data [13, 14, 16] were restricted to linear un-mixing or binary time-frequency masking and required knowledge of the unmixing filters or the time-frequency masks. More recently, a family of criteria has been proposed that applies to all mixtures and algorithms [17, 6]. In the case of source spatial image estimation, the criteria derive from the decomposition of an estimated source image $\hat{s}_{ij}^{\text{img}}(t)$ as [6]

$$\hat{s}_{ij}^{\text{img}}(t) = s_{ij}^{\text{img}}(t) + e_{ij}^{\text{spat}}(t) + e_{ij}^{\text{interf}}(t) + e_{ij}^{\text{artif}}(t) \quad (5)$$

where $s_{ij}^{\text{img}}(t)$ is the true source image and $e_{ij}^{\text{spat}}(t)$, $e_{ij}^{\text{interf}}(t)$ and $e_{ij}^{\text{artif}}(t)$ are distinct error components representing spatial (or filtering) distortion, interference and artifacts. This decomposition is motivated by the distinction between signal from the target source, residual noise from the other sources and extraneous noise introduced by the algorithm\textsuperscript{6}, corresponding to the signals $s_{ij}^{\text{img}}(t) + e_{ij}^{\text{spat}}(t)$, $e_{ij}^{\text{interf}}(t)$ and $e_{ij}^{\text{artif}}(t)$ respectively. Spatial distortion and interference components are expressed as filtered versions of the true source images, computed by least-squares projection of the estimated source image onto the corresponding signal subspaces

$$e_{ij}^{\text{spat}}(t) = P_{j}^{L}(\hat{s}_{ij}^{\text{img}})(t) - \hat{s}_{ij}^{\text{img}}(t) \quad (6)$$

$$e_{ij}^{\text{interf}}(t) = P_{\text{all}}^{L}(\hat{s}_{ij}^{\text{img}})(t) - P_{j}^{L}(\hat{s}_{ij}^{\text{img}})(t) \quad (7)$$

$$e_{ij}^{\text{artif}}(t) = \hat{s}_{ij}^{\text{img}}(t) - P_{\text{all}}^{L}(\hat{s}_{ij}^{\text{img}})(t) \quad (8)$$

where $P_{j}^{L}$ is the least-squares projector onto the subspace spanned by $s_{kj}^{\text{img}}(t - \tau)$, $1 \leq k \leq I$, $0 \leq \tau \leq L - 1$, $P_{\text{all}}^{L}$ is the least-squares projector onto the subspace spanned by $s_{kl}^{\text{img}}(t - \tau)$, $1 \leq k \leq I$, $1 \leq l \leq J$, $0 \leq \tau \leq L - 1$. The length $L$ of the distortion filter is equal to 1 tap for EEG, ECG or fMRI and is typically set to 32 ms in an audio context. The amount of spatial distortion, interference and artifacts is then measured by three energy ratios expressed in decibels (dB): the source Image to Spatial distortion Ratio

\textsuperscript{6}In the context of audio, this extraneous noise is called “musical noise”. 
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(ISR), the *Signal to Interference Ratio* (SIR) and the *Signal to Artifacts Ratio* (SAR)

\[
\text{ISR}_j = 10 \log_{10} \frac{\sum_{i=1}^{I} \sum_{t} s_{ij}^{\text{img}}(t)^2}{\sum_{i=1}^{I} \sum_{t} e_{ij}^{\text{spat}}(t)^2} 
\]

\[
\text{SIR}_j = 10 \log_{10} \frac{\sum_{i=1}^{I} \sum_{t} (s_{ij}^{\text{img}}(t) + e_{ij}^{\text{spat}}(t))^2}{\sum_{i=1}^{I} \sum_{t} e_{ij}^{\text{interf}}(t)^2} 
\]

\[
\text{SAR}_j = 10 \log_{10} \frac{\sum_{i=1}^{I} \sum_{t} (s_{ij}^{\text{img}}(t) + e_{ij}^{\text{spat}}(t) + e_{ij}^{\text{interf}}(t))^2}{\sum_{i=1}^{I} \sum_{t} e_{ij}^{\text{artif}}(t)^2}.
\]

The total error is also measured by the *Signal to Distortion Ratio* (SDR)

\[
\text{SDR}_j = 10 \log_{10} \frac{\sum_{i=1}^{I} \sum_{t} s_{ij}^{\text{img}}(t)^2}{\sum_{i=1}^{I} \sum_{t} (e_{ij}^{\text{spat}}(t) + e_{ij}^{\text{interf}}(t) + e_{ij}^{\text{artif}}(t))^2}.
\]

In the case of source signal estimation, similar criteria can be defined by grouping the first two terms in (5) [17]. Indeed, the source signals can only be estimated up to arbitrary filtering, which should not be taken into account in the SDR. Similarly, when the sources are estimated in arbitrary order, the order is selected that leads to the largest average SIR. In the specific case of audio, improved auditory-motivated variants of these criteria termed *Target-related Perceptual Score (TPS)*, *Interference-related Perceptual Score (IPS)*, *Artifact-related Perceptual Score (APS)* and *Overall Perceptual Score (OPS)* have also been employed [18].

Finally, the evaluation criteria related to source feature extraction are highly specific to the considered features. For example, noisy automatic speech recognition may be evaluated in terms of *Word Error Rate* (WER) while the detection of the indices \( t \) of the nonzero source coefficients in the context of microarray data analysis may be evaluated by counting the number of significantly detected indices using appropriate statistical tests, as detailed in Section 3.2.

2.4. Baseline algorithms and performance bounds

In addition to quantifying the performance of the source separation system under test, it is recommended to evaluate some reference algorithms via the same criteria. Indeed, the performance of all systems varies a lot depending on the mixture signal, so that the difference of performance with respect to reference algorithms often provides a more robust indicator. Two
categories of reference algorithms have been considered in SiSEC: baseline algorithms providing medium to poor performance and oracle estimators providing theoretical upper bounds on performance. A range of oracle estimators were defined in [19, 20] for linear unmixing-based and time-frequency masking-based algorithms.

3. Key results

3.1. Audio source separation

The audio datasets of SASSEC and SiSEC attracted a total of 79 submissions, from which many useful conclusions can be drawn. We let readers refer to [6, 7, 8] for the detailed performance of each system as a function of the mixture characteristics, and provide here a broader perspective over the field by focusing on the best systems on average. Furthermore, we concentrate on the source signal estimation and source spatial image estimation tasks, which are the only ones for which sufficient submissions are available.

3.1.1. Evolution of performance over the “Under-determined speech and music mixtures” dataset

We first analyze the evolution of performance over the only dataset that was considered within the three campaigns, that is the “Under-determined speech and music mixtures” dataset. Due to the evolution of the dataset itself, the source signals were different in SASSEC and SiSEC. In order to compare the results, we consider the same categories of mixtures in both cases, that is two 2-channel mixtures of 4 speech sources and two 2-channel mixtures of 3 music sources mixed in three different ways: instantaneous mixing, live recording with 250 ms reverberation time and 5 cm microphone spacing, and live recording with 250 ms reverberation time and 1 m microphone spacing. For each campaign and each mixing condition, we select the system leading to best average SDR over all sources and all mixtures.

The resulting average SDR, ISR, SIR and SAR are reported in Table 4. The following observations can be made:

- The separation of instantaneous mixtures is close to be solved in 2010, with an average SDR of 14 dB, while that of live recordings remains much more difficult, with an average SDR of 3 dB.

---

The choice of the best system depends on the eventual application scenario, since different applications may involve different mixture characteristics and different evaluation criteria. Our choice promotes versatile algorithms that were able to separate all sources within all mixtures of the dataset.
### Table 4: Evolution of the average performance of the best source spatial image estimation method over the “Under-determined speech and music mixtures” dataset compared to that of the binary masking oracle.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Instantaneous mixtures</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Method</td>
<td>[21]</td>
<td>[22]</td>
<td>[23]</td>
<td>[19]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SDR (dB)</td>
<td>10.3</td>
<td>14.0</td>
<td>13.4</td>
<td>10.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ISR (dB)</td>
<td>19.2</td>
<td>23.3</td>
<td>23.4</td>
<td>19.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SIR (dB)</td>
<td>16.0</td>
<td>20.4</td>
<td>20.0</td>
<td>21.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SAR (dB)</td>
<td>12.2</td>
<td>15.4</td>
<td>14.9</td>
<td>11.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Live recordings with 5 cm microphone spacing</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Method</td>
<td>[25]</td>
<td>[26]</td>
<td>[25]</td>
<td>[19]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SDR (dB)</td>
<td>1.8</td>
<td>2.6</td>
<td>3.5</td>
<td>9.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ISR (dB)</td>
<td>7.0</td>
<td>5.7</td>
<td>8.4</td>
<td>16.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SIR (dB)</td>
<td>4.2</td>
<td>2.4</td>
<td>7.0</td>
<td>18.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SAR (dB)</td>
<td>6.8</td>
<td>7.3</td>
<td>6.3</td>
<td>9.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Live recordings with 1 m microphone spacing</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Method</td>
<td>[25]</td>
<td>[26]</td>
<td>[25]</td>
<td>[19]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SDR (dB)</td>
<td>3.6</td>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>3.2</td>
<td>9.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ISR (dB)</td>
<td>8.4</td>
<td>5.8</td>
<td>8.1</td>
<td>16.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SIR (dB)</td>
<td>6.9</td>
<td>2.9</td>
<td>6.6</td>
<td>18.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SAR (dB)</td>
<td>6.8</td>
<td>7.3</td>
<td>6.4</td>
<td>9.8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

- All performance criteria improved by 3 to 4 dB on instantaneous mixtures when replacing the Sparse Component Analysis (SCA) method in [21] by multichannel Nonnegative Matrix Factorization (NMF) [22] or by the flexible probabilistic modeling framework in [23]. These new methods are examples of the emerging variance modeling framework [24] for audio source separation. This framework addresses some shortcomings of the conventional linear modeling framework [2] underlying ICA and SCA by enabling the exploitation of additional prior information about the source spectra.

- These new methods remain inferior to conventional SCA on live recordings, however, perhaps because of the omnipresence of local optima in the objective function and the need for more accurate initialization. The best current SDR on these live recordings [25] remains 6 dB below that of the binary masking oracle [19], which indicates that room is
left for progress.

3.1.2. Current performance on the other audio datasets

In addition to the above dataset which was used for all campaigns, two datasets, namely “ Professionally produced music recordings” and “ Determined and over-determined mixtures”, were used for the last two campaigns. The corresponding results do not reveal any performance increase, however, but a performance decrease instead, due to the fact that different methods were submitted in 2008 and 2010.

The current performance on these two datasets and on the remaining audio datasets is shown in Table 5. For each dataset, we select the method providing the best average SDR over all sources of all mixtures, except for the “ Determined and over-determined mixtures” dataset for which we consider the SIR instead\(^8\), and for the “ Head-mounted microphone recordings” datasets for which the best method separated only two sources out of three. The following observations can be made:

- Not surprisingly, the best separation is achieved on noiseless over-determined mixtures, with an average SIR of 14 dB for 5-channel recordings of 3 sources and 11 dB for 4-channel recordings of 2 sources. The corresponding methods both rely on frequency-domain ICA, where the source signals estimated within each frequency bin are ordered based either on their spatial location [27] or on the correlation of their temporal activity patterns [28].

- Similar performance is achieved over 2-channel noiseless mixtures of 2 sources, again by means of frequency-domain ICA [29]. Note that the considered 2-channel 2-source mixtures were either short or dynamic, which shows that frequency-domain ICA can efficiently adapt to such situations [29]. These methods result in significant filtering distortion of the source signals, however, as indicated by the lower SAR.

- Performance drops on 4-channel mixtures of 4 sources, for which the best 4-channel 2-source separation method [27] achieves a SIR of 3 dB only, and on professionally produced music recordings, for which the best method [30] based on the aforementioned variance modeling

\(^8\)Due to the unavailability of the ground truth source signals in this dataset, the results of the source signal estimation task were evaluated with respect to the first channel of the spatial image of each source instead. Only the SIR criterion then makes sense according to the specification of the task in Section 2.2.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dataset</th>
<th>Number of channels and sources</th>
<th>Method</th>
<th>SDR (dB)</th>
<th>ISR (dB)</th>
<th>SIR (dB)</th>
<th>SAR (dB)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SiSEC 2008</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Professionally produced music recordings</td>
<td>$J = 2$</td>
<td>[30]</td>
<td>4.9</td>
<td>9.9</td>
<td>8.6</td>
<td>7.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Determined and over-determined mixtures</td>
<td>$J = 4$</td>
<td>[27]</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>11.9</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$I = 2$</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$I = 4$</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$J = 4$</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$J = 4$</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SiSEC 2010</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Head-mounted microphone recordings</td>
<td>$J = 5$</td>
<td>[28]</td>
<td>1.7</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>14.3</td>
<td>2.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Short two-source two-microphone recordings</td>
<td>$J = 3$</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$J = 2$</td>
<td>[29]</td>
<td>5.9</td>
<td>10.3</td>
<td>11.4</td>
<td>17.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mixed speech and real-world background noise</td>
<td>$J = 1$</td>
<td>[31]</td>
<td>2.7</td>
<td>16.1</td>
<td>4.4</td>
<td>11.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Determined mixtures under dynamic conditions</td>
<td>$J = 4$</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$J = 1$</td>
<td>[28]</td>
<td>7.5</td>
<td>17.1</td>
<td>10.4</td>
<td>14.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$J = 2$</td>
<td>[29]</td>
<td>6.2</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>13.8</td>
<td>7.4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5: Average performance of the best source separation method over all audio datasets except the “Under-determined speech and music mixtures” dataset. Figures relate to the source spatial image estimation task when the ISR is reported and to the source signal estimation task otherwise.

framework provided a SIR of 9 dB. This suggests that performance does not depend so much whether the mixture is determined or over-determined but rather on the number of sources itself, since a larger number of sources makes it more difficult to achieve accurate source localization, which is a prerequisite in most source separation methods.

- The presence of background noise appears even more detrimental. Indeed, the SIR decreases by 8 dB when replacing one of the sources within a 2-channel 2-source mixture by diffuse background noise, yielding a SIR as low as 4 dB. This appears due to the lack of accurate noise models, despite recent advances in this direction in [31].

Finally, it must be emphasized that none of the above methods is truly blind. All methods assume prior knowledge of the number of sources and the category of mixing (instantaneous vs convolutive), and most submissions to the “Professionally produced music recordings” dataset even relied on manual parameter fixing or manual grouping of the sounds composing each source.
3.2. Biomedical source separation

Fewer conclusions can be drawn from the biomedical source separation results in SiSEC 2010, due to the smaller number of submissions. We summarize here the results obtained over the microarray gene expression dataset.

In this context, each channel $x_i(t)$ of the mixture signal, called expression profile, measures the level of messenger ribonucleic acid (mRNA) corresponding to one gene $t$ within one subject or experimental condition $i$. The expression profiles can be regarded as a linear instantaneous mixture of several cell signaling pathways or more generally biological processes [32, 33]. Using source separation techniques, the estimated source signals can be interpreted as patterns reflecting active signaling pathways. In SiSEC 2010, mRNA was extracted from $I = 189$ invasive breast carcinomas, measured using Affymetrix U133A gene-chips and normalized via the robust multi-array average (RMA) algorithm. Non-expressed genes were filtered out, resulting in a total of $T = 11815$ expressed genes [9]. The $J = 10$ ground truth signaling pathways were approximated as simple gene lists, taken from NETPATH\(^9\). The quality of the estimated pathways was evaluated by means of statistical tests [9]. More precisely, for each source signal, the genes mapping to the distinct pathways were identified and $p$-values were calculated using Fisher’s exact test. The Benjamini-Hochberg procedure was then used to correct for multiple testing and an estimated pathway was declared as enriched if its $p$-value was below 0.05. Finally, the total number of distinct enriched pathways was counted.

Two methods were submitted that both rely on some form of prior information, implemented either via matrix factorization using a graph model (GraDe) [34] or via Network Component Analysis (NCA) [35]. For each of the 10 ground truth pathways, both methods found at least one matching pathway with a $p$-value below 0.05 according to Fisher’s exact test. After discarding duplicate pathways, the number of correctly estimated pathways reduced to 7 and 5, respectively. Finally, after Benjamini-Hochberg correction, the number of enriched pathways was equal to 5 and 0, respectively. This shows that the GraDe approach clearly outperformed the NCA approach. We hypothesize that the better performance of GraDe arises from the inclusion of pathway information within the graph model.

\(^9\)http://www.netpath.org
4. Remaining challenges

To sum up, SASSEC and SiSEC have been instrumental in the definition of a clear evaluation methodology for audio and biomedical source separation and in the creation of data and software resources. The results support the emergence of source separation systems exploiting advanced source models accounting for the source spectra in the case of audio source separation [22, 23, 24, 30] or for signaling pathway information in the case of biomedical source separation [34]. Nevertheless, more conventional methods based on frequency-domain ICA or SCA still perform best on live audio recordings of many sources and/or background noise [25, 27, 28, 29].

4.1. Evaluation methodology

The biggest challenge regarding evaluation methodology consists of extending the methodology summarized in this article to other datasets, tasks and application domains. Up to 2010, SASSEC and SiSEC have mainly focused on audio source signal estimation and source spatial image estimation, which are perhaps not the most useful tasks in the real world, and left the other audio tasks [11] aside. Recently, a comprehensive dataset has been created for the evaluation of audio source separation systems in terms of WER in the context of noise-robust speech recognition in a domestic environment [36, 37]. Stereo to multichannel upmix [38] is also a vibrant area of research to which advanced source separation systems could contribute and for which novel performance criteria are needed. Appropriate statistical confidence measures, tighter oracle performance bounds and advanced diagnosis procedures such as those in [39, 40, 41] are also needed to increase the insight that can be gained from evaluation. Finally, increased publicity and networking efforts should be made to promote source separation evaluations in the biomedical signal processing community, as well as in other communities, e.g. cosmology or telecommunications, where the proposed tasks and evaluation criteria might also apply. As the first trial in this direction, the biomedical part of SiSEC 2010 clearly had a limited scope.

4.2. Key challenges for future research

In addition to these methodological challenges, we identified three key challenges for future research in audio and biomedical source separation in light of the campaign results:

- the experimentation of advanced source models and mixing models including as much available information as possible, especially for complex sources such as nonstationary background noise or taking into
account the wealth of prior information readily available in the biomedical context,

- the design of accurate source localization methods, which are required for parameter initialization of the mixing model, especially for short and/or dynamic mixtures,

- the development of model selection techniques enabling truly blind separation by automatically finding the number of sources and adapting the source models and the mixing model to the mixture at hand.

Although recent advances have been made in each of these directions [23, 34, 27, 42], they remain to be fully developed, combined together and validated on real-world data.
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